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ConstrucIon$begins!$

Environmental$court$approval$received.$

Successful$project$review.$

ConvenIonal$FaciliIes$Preliminary$Design$
under$review.$

Ground$break$took$place$Sept.$2.$

FoundaIon$Stone$Ceremony$and$Science$
Symposium$scheduled$$on$Oct.$9.$$
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ConstrucIon$begins!$

•  Funding$is$secured.$$
o  ConstrucIon$cost$1843$M€$
o  17$member$countries,$contribuIng$cash$and$in3

kind.$

•  Technical$Design$Report$published.!
NOW:!
•  Engaging$building$partners$at$all$levels$of$the$

project.$
•  Finalizing$a$balanced$suite$of$instruments$for$

science.$
•  Neutrons$&$first$instruments$by$the$end$of$the$

decade.$
•  Moving$towards$an$ERIC.$
$
$
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ESS$Scope$
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METHOD$

How to best use  
our neutrons ... 

�A partnership of 17 European nations committed to 
the goal of collectively building and operating the 
world�s leading user facility for research using 
neutrons by the second quarter of the 21st 
century.� 



The$road$to$realizing$the$world’s$leading$
facility$for$research$using$neutrons$

2014!
Construc2on!work!
starts!on!the!site!

2009!
Decision:!ESS!will!
be!built!in!Lund!

2025!
ESS!construc2on!
complete!

2003!
First!European!design!
effort!of!ESS!completed!

2012!
ESS!Design!Update!
phase!complete!

2019!
First!neutrons!on!
instruments!

2023!
ESS!starts!
user!program!



Project$Commitments$

!  5!MW!accelerator!capability,!!
30!2mes!brighter!than!exisi2ng!facili2es!

!  22!Instruments,!state!of!the!art!technologies!

!  Construc2on!cost!of!1,843!B€!

!  SteadyRState!Ops!at!140!M€/year!



Sweden and Denmark: !
47,5% Construction  
15-20% Operations#
Cash ~100%!

Partner Countries: 
52,5% Construction#
80-85% Operations#
IKC/Cash ~ 70% / 30%!

Funding$is$cash$and$in3kind$deliverables$



ESS$construcIon$funding$status$

JY$9/2014$



ESS$In3Kind$contribuIon$potenIal$

SAC Orientation
Dimitri Argyriou

Joint Nordic Focus on Research Infrastructure 
James Yeck

• Expressions-of-Interest
• http://europeanspallationsource.se/eoi
• 683*Proposals*from*115*Respondents
• 52%*Companies
• 48%*Organisations

75%

25%

50% 50%

Total*construction*cost:*
€*1,84*billion Target*station

€*154M

Accelerator
€*522M

NSS/Instruments
€*350M

ESS-InDkind-contributions-potential

65%
35%

InGkind

Cash

tisdag 4 februari 14



The$ESS$Site$Covers$75$Hectares$

~$1,2$km$



ProducIon$of$neutrons$

233$neutrons$per$process$

30+$neutrons$per$process$
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Neutron production by fission
 Bullet:

 slow neutron

 Target:

 235U

 Nuclear reaction 
product

 236U (unstable)

Fission products:

• 2 light nuclei

• 2-3 fast neutrons
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Fission$of$uranium$$
in$nuclear$reactor$

SpallaIon$on$target$$
using$proton$accelerator$$



Helium3cooled$rotaIng$tungsten$target$$
and$opImised$neutron$moderators$

Proton beam window 

Moderator and reflector plug 
Target wheel 

Neutron beam 
extraction 

Target drive housing 

Steel 
shielding 

Monolith 
liner 

ConverIng$protons$into$neutrons$and$slowing$them$down$results$in$…$
$ $ $ $…$peak$brightness$30x$Imes$leading$steady$state$source$



The$unique$ESS$long$pulse$

more$neutrons$per$second$than$any$steady$state$source$…$$
…$with$higher$brightness$than$any$other$spallaIon$source$
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Partner$Day$Israel$
$
$
$
$
April$2014$

MeeIng$the$Technical$Challenges$$
for$Instrument$Technologies$together$

CHOPPER 3 

CHOPPER 1 

CHOPPER 2 

NEUTRON OPTICS 
- GUIDE 

NEUTRON OPTICS 
- POLARIZER 

DETECTOR 
-ARRAY 

DETECTOR 
-BEAM MONITOR 

FLIGHT TANK 

BEAM LINE SHIELDING 

SAMPLE  
ENVIRONMENT 

DETECTOR 
-BEAM MONITOR 

NEUTRON OPTICS 
and SHUTTER 

Sandwich$box$setup$

•  Vapor$diffusion,$equilibra+on$can$take$a$long$+me$in$
these$large$boxes$

•  Trick:$increase$[protein]$in$drop$(if$you$can!)$and$increase$
precipitant$concentra+on$in$the$reservoir$by$~20%$F$
speeds$up$nuclea+on.$

•  These$plates$are$a$good$plaborm$for$manipula+ng,$
harves+ng,$monitoring$crystals,$allows$measuring$pH$of$a$
drop.$

References$for$this$approach:$
Fisher'et'al.'(2009)'Acta'F65,'p.495'
Bryan'et'al.'(2013)'Acta'F69,'p.1015'
Sippel'et'al.'(2014)'Acta'F70,'p.819'
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$
$
$
$
February$2014$

Neutrons$are$special$

•  charge neutral: deeply pene-
trating ... except for some isotopes 

•  nuclear interaction: cross  
section depending on isotope    
(not Z), sensitive to light elements. 

•  spin S = 1/2: probing magnetism 
•  unstable n � p + e + �e  with life 

time � ~ 900s , I  =  I0  e- t/� 
•  mass: n ~p; thermal energies 

result in non-relativistic velocities.  
E = 293 K = 25 meV,                   v 
= 2196 m/s , � = 1.8 Å"
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• charge neutral: deeply pene-
trating ... except for some isotopes

• nuclear interaction: cross 
section depending on isotope    
(not Z), sensitive to light elements.

• spin S = 1/2: probing magnetism

• unstable n → p + e + νe  with life 
time τ ~ 900s , I  =  I0  e- t/τ

• mass: n ~p; thermal energies 
result in non-relativistic velocities. 
E = 293 K = 25 meV,                   
v = 2196 m/s , λ = 1.8 Å

!  Catalyzes the reduction of glucose to sorbitol, the first step in the alternative ‘polyol 
pathway’ of glucose metabolism 

!  Highest resolution X-ray structure for a medium-sized protein (36kDa) 
!  Overall more than half (54%) the H-atoms were seen, while in the active-site 77% 

of H-atoms were visible 
!  Some of the key H-atoms were not seen due to their mobility (high B-factors) hence 

the protonation states of key active-site residues were unknown 

Tertiary structure of 
hAR 

Active-site region of hAR 

Plot of %visibility of H-
atoms in hAR vs B-factor of 
bonded atom  

Blakeley et al 

E. Ressouche -  Ecole Neutrons et magnétisme – JDN 20 (18 - 22 mai 2012) 

EXEMPLE : TPV FREE RADICAL 
• TPV : free radical made of C (green), N (blue) and H (yellow). Carries a spin ! 

Where is the spin ? 

MAGNETISM
SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS

Coexistence of long-ranged magnetic order
and superconductivity in the pnictide
superconductor SmFeAsO1− xFx (x = 0, 0.15)

6000 barns, nearly 2.5 times that of cadmium) yields a 1/e 
thickness for SmFeAsO of about 80 mg/cm2, precluding the use 
of conventional sample holders. 

We used a recently developed large-area single-crystal flat-
plate sample holder [4] to place about 1.6 g of material in the 
neutron beam. The scattering measurements were carried out at a 
wavelength of 2.417 Å on the D20 thermal powder diffractometer 
at the ILL. For each sample, data sets were obtained at 1.6 K and 
10.0 K with counting times of 10 hours (SmFeAsO) and 15 hours 
(SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 ) for each temperature. The purely nuclear 
patterns at 10 K (figure 1a) were fitted to establish scale factors, 
lattice parameters and the instrument profile function. These were 
then fixed while the difference patterns (1.6 K−10 K) were fitted 
to obtain the magnetic structure. All refinements of the neutron 
diffraction patterns employed the FullProf suite [5, 6].

The samarium moments were found to order antiferromagnetically 
along the c−axis in a G-mode which has a + − + − moment sequence. 
This structure corresponds to the Cm'm'a' group. Figure 2a shows 
a representation of the derived magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 
1.6 K. Fitting the section of the diffraction pattern shown in figure 1b 
yields a samarium moment of 0.60(3) µB for SmFeAsO at 1.6 K. 

A similar analysis of the SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 data shown in figure 1d 
yields a closely related magnetic structure (Shubnikov magnetic 
space group: P4/n'm'm') and a Sm moment of 0.53(3) µB.

The most significant aspect of the pattern shown in figure 1d 
is not that SmFeAsO and SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 adopt closely related 
magnetic structures, but rather, that the samarium moments are 
magnetically ordered in a superconducting sample (this sample 
exhibits a Tc of 53.5 K) and that the samarium moments are 
essentially the same in both compounds. This provides direct 
confirmation that antiferromagnetic order and superconductivity 
co-exist in the SmFeAsO/F system [7]. 

We will be extending this project to the GdFeAsO system which 
should be easier to work with as while gadolinium has a much 
higher absorption cross-section it also has a larger moment, 
making the magnetic signal much easier to see.

High-intensity two-axis diffractometer D20
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Figure 2: (a) The samarium magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 1.6 K.
The layered nature of both the chemical and magnetic structures
is emphasised by showing two unit cells in the b direction. 
(b) A projection of the magnetic structure onto the basal plane shows 
the relationship between the magnetic structures of SmFeAsO
and SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 at 1.6 K. The black discs mark the samarium 
atoms on the z = 0.137 plane that have their moments pointing “up”,
while the green discs denote samarium atoms on the z plane that 
have their moments pointing “down”. Four unit cells of the smaller 
(tetragonal, P4/n'm'm') form of SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 each containing 
two samarium atoms (one each of black and green) are shown by 
the magenta lines, while the relationship to the larger (orthorhombic, 
Cm'm'a') cell of SmFeAsO that contains four samarium atoms is 
shown by the grey lines.
Note: The orthorhombic basal lattice parameters differ by only
0.7 % and cannot be distinguished here.
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Note: The orthorhombic basal lattice parameters differ by only
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Figure 2.1: Using neutrons and complementary techniques to explore di↵erent length and time scales. The
horizontal axes indicate real and reciprocal length scales, while the vertical axes refer to time and energy
scales. Scientific areas falling within di↵erent length and time scales are indicated along the edges.The
experimentally accessible areas of the various neutron-based techniques available at ESS are shown as
polygons in strong colours. Those techniques that are sensitive to both time and length scales are rep-
resented above the main horizontal axis; those that measure only length-scales below. In addition to the
neutron-based techniques covered by ESS, the analogous areas for a selection of complementary experi-
mental techniques are shown in grey. Areas labelled “Hot Neutrons” refer to neutron-based techniques
which will not be available at ESS.

dynamics in parallel, and in the purely structural methods found below the horizontal axis.

Techniques are often complementary rather than competitive when their temporal and spatial scales
overlap, because spatial and temporal needs are not the sole determinants of usefulness. Di↵erent probes
access di↵erent kinds of information, so the methods of Figure 2.1 are often used in combination, unleashing
powerful synergies. The particular strengths of neutrons include sensitivity to light elements such as
hydrogen, the ability to distinguish between di↵erent elements, the non-destructiveness of the beam in
terms of sample integrity, the power to probe magnetic structure, and the capability to penetrate many
materials, making possible the investigation of samples in a wide range of relevant sample environment
set-ups that would stop other forms of radiation. These strengths are discussed further in Section 2.2.
A combination of di↵erent approaches and techniques is necessary to answer many scientific questions.
Moreover, the continuously evolving landscape of available tools drives the continuing need to try and
test new combinations of experimental techniques. Multi-probe experiments that combine di↵erent probe
techniques on the same site are becoming increasingly possible – for example, using both Raman and
neutron scattering. There are many examples of combined studies.

Studies of polymer relaxation processes that exploit neutron spin-echo methods, light scattering,
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One of our highlights illustrates how neutrons can explore the link 
between molecular structure and dynamics, and bulk properties 
such as viscosity in ionic liquids - with the potential to provide 
greener solvents for chemical synthesis. 

Another distinct feature of work in this field of late at ILL has 
been the key enabling role of technical development, sometimes 
enabled by our Long Term Proposal (LTP) scheme. One such 
concerns hydrodynamic laser-heated levitation furnaces, for 
the structure and spectroscopy of high-temperature melts. 
This is exemplified by our highlight on a molten yttria-alumina 
mixture which has been claimed controversially to possess a 
liquid-liquid transition temperature at 1788 K. A LTP project 
has also enabled experiments to be performed on D4 to 200 °C 
and 8 GPa, complementing improvements to its monochromator 
which provides 2.5 times as much flux on the sample. Finally, PDF 
analysis is increasingly in demand to unravel structural correlations 
in a broader range of liquids and glassy materials.

Biology 
The use of neutrons to unravel structural problems across a broad 
range of length-scales has increased steadily at ILL over the past 
decade and now accounts consistently for 9 % of applications. 
The cold-neutron Laue instrument LADI now holds the record 
both for the largest unit cells and the smallest crystal ever studied 
by high resolution neutron diffraction. D19 is also breaking new 
ground with larger cells and yet smaller crystals that can be studied.

At larger length-scales, the activity on the low-resolution instrument 
DB21 was transferred on its closure at the end of 2009 to D16, 
where crystallographic studies of large macromolecular assemblies 
will benefit from higher neutron flux and the new MILAND 
detector. Coordinated sample environment developments on D17 
and FIGARO will cement ILL's position as a world authority in the 
study of biomembranes in strong synergy with the needs of the 
PSCM. D22 has in addition been realigned over the past two winter 
shutdowns, resulting in up to 50 % increase in flux.

Our highlights in this field reflect work at all of these length-scales, 
from the mechanism of hydrogen transfer in enzymes that could 
be used in biofuels, to the large-scale structures of membrane 
proteins, the conformational changes in enzymes acting as part of 
bacterial immune systems, and the evolution of structure in silk-
forming molecules as they are extruded from a silkworm. The last 
highlight combines SAXS and SANS measurements with electron 
microscopy to produce the first low-resolution structure of a 
multienzyme complex implicated in controlling stable glucose levels 
in a wide range of organisms. 

Neutron spectroscopy is less widely exploited in this field than 
diffraction – possibly because it usually requires larger amounts 
of material, often with targeted deuteration, and because the 
interpretation of data is often less direct. Nevertheless, here we 
report remarkable insights into the influence of cholesterol in 
model biological membranes as well as the application of BRISP to 
explore correlations between protein and solvent (water) dynamics 
at THz frequencies that may be central to protein function in vivo; 
the influence of hydration on the internal dynamics of the protein 
molecules themselves (timescale) was explored on IN13.

Nuclear and particle physics 
Activity here has always spanned a tremendous range of 
fundamental science. However, increased economic and political 
pressure to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels appears to be 
stimulating a marked increase in experiments in nuclear physics 
relevant to the improved exploitation of nuclear fission. Here PN1 
is ideally placed to explore fission yield products - for example 233U 
in relation to the 233 Th breeding process - while a high priority is 
given to future developments in ! spectroscopy with strong impact 
on the study of fission products.  

The resolution and dynamic range of the GAMS spectrometers on 
PN3 provide unrivalled opportunities to study nuclear structure. One 
highlight here describes the search for evidence that tetrahedral 
nuclear states can exist - commonplace at a molecular level, but not 
yet observed for elementary particles bound by strong interactions.  

A key enabling technology for much of the fundamental physics 
at ILL is the production of high densities of ultra-cold neutrons 
(UCNs) for which two superfluid-helium sources are currently 
being developed. The first source, for which a UCN density 
beyond 50 per cc was recently demonstrated, will feed GRANIT 
- a second-generation ultra-high energy resolution gravitational 
neutron spectrometer at ILL. The work is in progress. 

Finally, we highlight an elegant experiment to explore a phenomenon 
called the whispering gallery effect, observed for many years with 
sound waves near a curved reflecting surface. The effect has 
been revealed for the first time in cold neutrons with reflectometer 
D17- a result that may provide a new method of probing surfaces 
in fundamental physics and in neutron optics.

Spectroscopy, modelling and theory 
‘Spectroscopy’ in this context covers excitations not included in the 
other sections of this report, and most notably ‘magnetism’ (though 
of course the two are strongly coupled in important cases such as 
multiferroics and many superconductors). The experimental side 
of this subject frequently goes hand in hand at ILL with the work 
of our Computing for Science (CS) Group - boosted in 2010 with 
the arrival of a new, more powerful computer cluster. Two of our 
highlights illustrate the impact of such work. The first concerns 
negative thermal expansion in tellurium-based liquid alloys while the 
second relates to the interplay between structure and specific atom-
atom interactions in alloys of magnesium and zinc, where changes in 
composition lead to remarkable changes in complexity of structure. 

The scope of spectroscopy in solid-state physics and chemistry 
is broad, but much is related to the challenges society faces in 
the environment and to improved technology for energy, ranging 
from diffusion in membranes or solid electrolytes for fuel cells 
and batteries to sequestration of CO2 in porous media. However, 
we continue to have a very strong presence in fundamental work, 
shown in our third highlight on helium confined to porous media. 
The ILL has played a key role in exploring quantum condensed 
phases based on 3He and 4He. The latest contribution concerns 
an amorphous form of 4He produced through condensation 
in a porous silicate medium. Diffraction on D20 confirms the 
amorphous character, while spectroscopy on IN5 may provide 
insights into a novel form of motion called superflow. 
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atom interactions in alloys of magnesium and zinc, where changes in 
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the environment and to improved technology for energy, ranging 
from diffusion in membranes or solid electrolytes for fuel cells 
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Magnetism 
Since the ILL's foundation the study of magnetism and magnetic 
materials has been a cornerstone of the ILL scientific programme, 
and it still accounts today for about 30 % of demand. The most 
recent focus of such activity has been the layered iron pnictides 
and chalcogenides, structurally similar to the ‘original’ high-Tc 
layered cuprates, and shown in 2008 to superconduct at moderate 
temperatures. Neutrons provide a crucial tool for exploring the 
role that magnetic interactions may play in their charge transport, 
exemplified by several of our highlights here. However, a quarter 
of a century after their discovery, the high-Tc cuprates themselves 
are still not yet well understood, inspiring work on model 
low-spin antiferromagnets, also reported here. There is 
considerable diversity too, from multiferroic ceramics through 
the so-called single-molecule magnets that may one day provide 
the qubits for quantum computers in the future, to the only 
elemental molecular magnet, oxygen. 

These scientific advances go hand with technical development: 
the arrival of a 17 T horizontal-field magnet has already enabled 
flux-line lattices to be observed by SANS at unprecedented fields, 
while high pressure techniques  are now available to a wider user 
community through stronger technical support. Improvements 
to our instruments too promise new ways of doing science. 
In particular, the increased, continuous angular coverage of the 
new IN5 detector married with developments in data analysis 
is opening up a new generation of single-crystal magnetic 
measurements that may transform the way in which we map out 
magnetic excitations. 

Chemistry and structure 
The point of departure in searching for the reasons why a material 
behaves the way it does is usually the determination of its structure 
and composition. Increasingly, the motivation for such work at ILL 
is the search for better materials for energy capture, storage 
and conversion, in which the location of hydrogen or oxygen 
atoms and their associated defects is often the key unknown. 
Here, conventional structure determination is becoming more 
frequently augmented by pair distribution function (PDF) analysis, 
which reveals aspects of the deviations from perfect crystallinity. 
In situ measurements under conditions related to the operation of 
devices such as batteries and fuel cells are also on the rise. 

However, our highlights focus elsewhere. The first relates to 
the structure of polymorphs of cisplatin - the most successful 
chemotherapeutic drug known - important in understanding how 
processes such as dissolution and uptake in the body occur. 
The second concerns the migration of deuterons in model 
hydrogen-bonded materials to explore the role of such bonds and 
hydrogen mobility in materials essential for life, or key components 
of modern technology. 

2010 also saw an evolution in our instrument suite. The new CCD 
-detector Laue instrument CYCLOPS can now produce refinable 
data from measurements as short as 10 s.  We also witnessed the 
last experiment on our original powder diffractometer D1A as it is 
dismantled to make way for the guide that will serve the upgraded 
IN16 spectrometer; fittingly, this saw it out in a spectacular fashion 
with a result that we expect to highlight in next year’s report. 

Materials science and engineering 
We feature the very broad field of ‘Materials’ in many other sections 
of this report; we will therefore focus here on systems with an 
engineering, earth-sciences or materials-processing component. 
Perhaps the most strongly represented area is strain-scanning 
studies of engineering materials, benefitting from the dedicated 
instrument SALSA: a heavy-duty hexapod is now routinely used 
in experiments and, when combined with tight beam collimation, 
enables precise studies of very specific parts of heavy engineering 
components - most recently from nuclear power plants and bridges.

This year our highlights draw attention to a yet wider range of 
problems and reflect a trend towards increasing in situ work. 
The evolution of the mesoscopic structure of cement precursors 
during hydration is explored through ultra-small-angle neutron 
scattering measurements (USANS) on the reflectometer S18. 
The change in composition of  low-grade iron ore during thermal 
processing was followed by high-flux powder diffraction on D20, 
providing a way of optimising the process to make it cheaper and 
less polluting. Finally, the reflectometer D17 has been used to 
explore the potential for new materials as barriers against copper 
diffusion in semiconductor devices. 

Soft matter 
The strongest growth area in the science we support – judged 
by user demand - is in soft condensed matter, which has risen to 
at least 15 % of all proposals in recent rounds. Our Partnership 
for Soft Condensed Matter (PSCM) is supporting a much wider 
range of complementary measuring techniques - for example 
light-scattering - that are essential for performing good neutron 
experiments. However, the provision of sample environment 
facilities for the conditions most appropriate for soft-matter 
systems - around ambient temperature and humidity - needs much 
development and will be a future priority area. 
It is difficult to pick scientific trends in such a diverse field, 
but research centred on nanoparticles, on self-assembled, often 
hierarchical supramolecular structures and under kinetic conditions, 
facilitated by ‘faster’ upgraded instruments, are certainly more 
prominent than a few years ago. Our highlights reflect some of 
this, with work on water-based amphiphiles that self-assemble 
into aggregates that may be used to disperse otherwise insoluble 
compounds - very useful in drug delivery - as well as real-time 
reflectometry measurements on FIGARO that reveal the mechanism 
of film-formation as a polymer is deposited from solution on a 
surface. Finally, a combination of SANS and neutron spin-echo 
measurements have explored the relation between the structure 
and short-time (ns) dynamics for the clustering of protein molecules, 
key not only to biological systems, but also the formation of 
functional materials. 

Liquids and glasses 
Despite the tremendous breadth of work at ILL on the structure 
and dynamics of liquids and glassy materials, one or two 
trends dominate recent work. There has been a change in 
emphasis from fundamental work - with some very honourable 
exceptions - towards systems with real or potential applications, 
in which performance depends on nanoscale inhomogeneities and 
disorder; examples include new electrolytes for next-generation 
batteries, and high-performance polymers and composites. 
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MAGNETISM
SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS

Coexistence of long-ranged magnetic order
and superconductivity in the pnictide
superconductor SmFeAsO1− xFx (x = 0, 0.15)

6000 barns, nearly 2.5 times that of cadmium) yields a 1/e 
thickness for SmFeAsO of about 80 mg/cm2, precluding the use 
of conventional sample holders. 

We used a recently developed large-area single-crystal flat-
plate sample holder [4] to place about 1.6 g of material in the 
neutron beam. The scattering measurements were carried out at a 
wavelength of 2.417 Å on the D20 thermal powder diffractometer 
at the ILL. For each sample, data sets were obtained at 1.6 K and 
10.0 K with counting times of 10 hours (SmFeAsO) and 15 hours 
(SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 ) for each temperature. The purely nuclear 
patterns at 10 K (figure 1a) were fitted to establish scale factors, 
lattice parameters and the instrument profile function. These were 
then fixed while the difference patterns (1.6 K−10 K) were fitted 
to obtain the magnetic structure. All refinements of the neutron 
diffraction patterns employed the FullProf suite [5, 6].

The samarium moments were found to order antiferromagnetically 
along the c−axis in a G-mode which has a + − + − moment sequence. 
This structure corresponds to the Cm'm'a' group. Figure 2a shows 
a representation of the derived magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 
1.6 K. Fitting the section of the diffraction pattern shown in figure 1b 
yields a samarium moment of 0.60(3) µB for SmFeAsO at 1.6 K. 

A similar analysis of the SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 data shown in figure 1d 
yields a closely related magnetic structure (Shubnikov magnetic 
space group: P4/n'm'm') and a Sm moment of 0.53(3) µB.

The most significant aspect of the pattern shown in figure 1d 
is not that SmFeAsO and SmFeAsO0.85F0.15 adopt closely related 
magnetic structures, but rather, that the samarium moments are 
magnetically ordered in a superconducting sample (this sample 
exhibits a Tc of 53.5 K) and that the samarium moments are 
essentially the same in both compounds. This provides direct 
confirmation that antiferromagnetic order and superconductivity 
co-exist in the SmFeAsO/F system [7]. 

We will be extending this project to the GdFeAsO system which 
should be easier to work with as while gadolinium has a much 
higher absorption cross-section it also has a larger moment, 
making the magnetic signal much easier to see.

High-intensity two-axis diffractometer D20
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Figure 2: (a) The samarium magnetic structure of SmFeAsO at 1.6 K.
The layered nature of both the chemical and magnetic structures
is emphasised by showing two unit cells in the b direction. 
(b) A projection of the magnetic structure onto the basal plane shows 
the relationship between the magnetic structures of SmFeAsO
and SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 at 1.6 K. The black discs mark the samarium 
atoms on the z = 0.137 plane that have their moments pointing “up”,
while the green discs denote samarium atoms on the z plane that 
have their moments pointing “down”. Four unit cells of the smaller 
(tetragonal, P4/n'm'm') form of SmFeAsO0.85 F0.15 each containing 
two samarium atoms (one each of black and green) are shown by 
the magenta lines, while the relationship to the larger (orthorhombic, 
Cm'm'a') cell of SmFeAsO that contains four samarium atoms is 
shown by the grey lines.
Note: The orthorhombic basal lattice parameters differ by only
0.7 % and cannot be distinguished here.
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One of our highlights illustrates how neutrons can explore the link 
between molecular structure and dynamics, and bulk properties 
such as viscosity in ionic liquids - with the potential to provide 
greener solvents for chemical synthesis. 

Another distinct feature of work in this field of late at ILL has 
been the key enabling role of technical development, sometimes 
enabled by our Long Term Proposal (LTP) scheme. One such 
concerns hydrodynamic laser-heated levitation furnaces, for 
the structure and spectroscopy of high-temperature melts. 
This is exemplified by our highlight on a molten yttria-alumina 
mixture which has been claimed controversially to possess a 
liquid-liquid transition temperature at 1788 K. A LTP project 
has also enabled experiments to be performed on D4 to 200 °C 
and 8 GPa, complementing improvements to its monochromator 
which provides 2.5 times as much flux on the sample. Finally, PDF 
analysis is increasingly in demand to unravel structural correlations 
in a broader range of liquids and glassy materials.

Biology 
The use of neutrons to unravel structural problems across a broad 
range of length-scales has increased steadily at ILL over the past 
decade and now accounts consistently for 9 % of applications. 
The cold-neutron Laue instrument LADI now holds the record 
both for the largest unit cells and the smallest crystal ever studied 
by high resolution neutron diffraction. D19 is also breaking new 
ground with larger cells and yet smaller crystals that can be studied.

At larger length-scales, the activity on the low-resolution instrument 
DB21 was transferred on its closure at the end of 2009 to D16, 
where crystallographic studies of large macromolecular assemblies 
will benefit from higher neutron flux and the new MILAND 
detector. Coordinated sample environment developments on D17 
and FIGARO will cement ILL's position as a world authority in the 
study of biomembranes in strong synergy with the needs of the 
PSCM. D22 has in addition been realigned over the past two winter 
shutdowns, resulting in up to 50 % increase in flux.

Our highlights in this field reflect work at all of these length-scales, 
from the mechanism of hydrogen transfer in enzymes that could 
be used in biofuels, to the large-scale structures of membrane 
proteins, the conformational changes in enzymes acting as part of 
bacterial immune systems, and the evolution of structure in silk-
forming molecules as they are extruded from a silkworm. The last 
highlight combines SAXS and SANS measurements with electron 
microscopy to produce the first low-resolution structure of a 
multienzyme complex implicated in controlling stable glucose levels 
in a wide range of organisms. 

Neutron spectroscopy is less widely exploited in this field than 
diffraction – possibly because it usually requires larger amounts 
of material, often with targeted deuteration, and because the 
interpretation of data is often less direct. Nevertheless, here we 
report remarkable insights into the influence of cholesterol in 
model biological membranes as well as the application of BRISP to 
explore correlations between protein and solvent (water) dynamics 
at THz frequencies that may be central to protein function in vivo; 
the influence of hydration on the internal dynamics of the protein 
molecules themselves (timescale) was explored on IN13.

Nuclear and particle physics 
Activity here has always spanned a tremendous range of 
fundamental science. However, increased economic and political 
pressure to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels appears to be 
stimulating a marked increase in experiments in nuclear physics 
relevant to the improved exploitation of nuclear fission. Here PN1 
is ideally placed to explore fission yield products - for example 233U 
in relation to the 233 Th breeding process - while a high priority is 
given to future developments in ! spectroscopy with strong impact 
on the study of fission products.  

The resolution and dynamic range of the GAMS spectrometers on 
PN3 provide unrivalled opportunities to study nuclear structure. One 
highlight here describes the search for evidence that tetrahedral 
nuclear states can exist - commonplace at a molecular level, but not 
yet observed for elementary particles bound by strong interactions.  

A key enabling technology for much of the fundamental physics 
at ILL is the production of high densities of ultra-cold neutrons 
(UCNs) for which two superfluid-helium sources are currently 
being developed. The first source, for which a UCN density 
beyond 50 per cc was recently demonstrated, will feed GRANIT 
- a second-generation ultra-high energy resolution gravitational 
neutron spectrometer at ILL. The work is in progress. 

Finally, we highlight an elegant experiment to explore a phenomenon 
called the whispering gallery effect, observed for many years with 
sound waves near a curved reflecting surface. The effect has 
been revealed for the first time in cold neutrons with reflectometer 
D17- a result that may provide a new method of probing surfaces 
in fundamental physics and in neutron optics.

Spectroscopy, modelling and theory 
‘Spectroscopy’ in this context covers excitations not included in the 
other sections of this report, and most notably ‘magnetism’ (though 
of course the two are strongly coupled in important cases such as 
multiferroics and many superconductors). The experimental side 
of this subject frequently goes hand in hand at ILL with the work 
of our Computing for Science (CS) Group - boosted in 2010 with 
the arrival of a new, more powerful computer cluster. Two of our 
highlights illustrate the impact of such work. The first concerns 
negative thermal expansion in tellurium-based liquid alloys while the 
second relates to the interplay between structure and specific atom-
atom interactions in alloys of magnesium and zinc, where changes in 
composition lead to remarkable changes in complexity of structure. 

The scope of spectroscopy in solid-state physics and chemistry 
is broad, but much is related to the challenges society faces in 
the environment and to improved technology for energy, ranging 
from diffusion in membranes or solid electrolytes for fuel cells 
and batteries to sequestration of CO2 in porous media. However, 
we continue to have a very strong presence in fundamental work, 
shown in our third highlight on helium confined to porous media. 
The ILL has played a key role in exploring quantum condensed 
phases based on 3He and 4He. The latest contribution concerns 
an amorphous form of 4He produced through condensation 
in a porous silicate medium. Diffraction on D20 confirms the 
amorphous character, while spectroscopy on IN5 may provide 
insights into a novel form of motion called superflow. 
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Magnetism 
Since the ILL's foundation the study of magnetism and magnetic 
materials has been a cornerstone of the ILL scientific programme, 
and it still accounts today for about 30 % of demand. The most 
recent focus of such activity has been the layered iron pnictides 
and chalcogenides, structurally similar to the ‘original’ high-Tc 
layered cuprates, and shown in 2008 to superconduct at moderate 
temperatures. Neutrons provide a crucial tool for exploring the 
role that magnetic interactions may play in their charge transport, 
exemplified by several of our highlights here. However, a quarter 
of a century after their discovery, the high-Tc cuprates themselves 
are still not yet well understood, inspiring work on model 
low-spin antiferromagnets, also reported here. There is 
considerable diversity too, from multiferroic ceramics through 
the so-called single-molecule magnets that may one day provide 
the qubits for quantum computers in the future, to the only 
elemental molecular magnet, oxygen. 

These scientific advances go hand with technical development: 
the arrival of a 17 T horizontal-field magnet has already enabled 
flux-line lattices to be observed by SANS at unprecedented fields, 
while high pressure techniques  are now available to a wider user 
community through stronger technical support. Improvements 
to our instruments too promise new ways of doing science. 
In particular, the increased, continuous angular coverage of the 
new IN5 detector married with developments in data analysis 
is opening up a new generation of single-crystal magnetic 
measurements that may transform the way in which we map out 
magnetic excitations. 

Chemistry and structure 
The point of departure in searching for the reasons why a material 
behaves the way it does is usually the determination of its structure 
and composition. Increasingly, the motivation for such work at ILL 
is the search for better materials for energy capture, storage 
and conversion, in which the location of hydrogen or oxygen 
atoms and their associated defects is often the key unknown. 
Here, conventional structure determination is becoming more 
frequently augmented by pair distribution function (PDF) analysis, 
which reveals aspects of the deviations from perfect crystallinity. 
In situ measurements under conditions related to the operation of 
devices such as batteries and fuel cells are also on the rise. 

However, our highlights focus elsewhere. The first relates to 
the structure of polymorphs of cisplatin - the most successful 
chemotherapeutic drug known - important in understanding how 
processes such as dissolution and uptake in the body occur. 
The second concerns the migration of deuterons in model 
hydrogen-bonded materials to explore the role of such bonds and 
hydrogen mobility in materials essential for life, or key components 
of modern technology. 

2010 also saw an evolution in our instrument suite. The new CCD 
-detector Laue instrument CYCLOPS can now produce refinable 
data from measurements as short as 10 s.  We also witnessed the 
last experiment on our original powder diffractometer D1A as it is 
dismantled to make way for the guide that will serve the upgraded 
IN16 spectrometer; fittingly, this saw it out in a spectacular fashion 
with a result that we expect to highlight in next year’s report. 

Materials science and engineering 
We feature the very broad field of ‘Materials’ in many other sections 
of this report; we will therefore focus here on systems with an 
engineering, earth-sciences or materials-processing component. 
Perhaps the most strongly represented area is strain-scanning 
studies of engineering materials, benefitting from the dedicated 
instrument SALSA: a heavy-duty hexapod is now routinely used 
in experiments and, when combined with tight beam collimation, 
enables precise studies of very specific parts of heavy engineering 
components - most recently from nuclear power plants and bridges.

This year our highlights draw attention to a yet wider range of 
problems and reflect a trend towards increasing in situ work. 
The evolution of the mesoscopic structure of cement precursors 
during hydration is explored through ultra-small-angle neutron 
scattering measurements (USANS) on the reflectometer S18. 
The change in composition of  low-grade iron ore during thermal 
processing was followed by high-flux powder diffraction on D20, 
providing a way of optimising the process to make it cheaper and 
less polluting. Finally, the reflectometer D17 has been used to 
explore the potential for new materials as barriers against copper 
diffusion in semiconductor devices. 

Soft matter 
The strongest growth area in the science we support – judged 
by user demand - is in soft condensed matter, which has risen to 
at least 15 % of all proposals in recent rounds. Our Partnership 
for Soft Condensed Matter (PSCM) is supporting a much wider 
range of complementary measuring techniques - for example 
light-scattering - that are essential for performing good neutron 
experiments. However, the provision of sample environment 
facilities for the conditions most appropriate for soft-matter 
systems - around ambient temperature and humidity - needs much 
development and will be a future priority area. 
It is difficult to pick scientific trends in such a diverse field, 
but research centred on nanoparticles, on self-assembled, often 
hierarchical supramolecular structures and under kinetic conditions, 
facilitated by ‘faster’ upgraded instruments, are certainly more 
prominent than a few years ago. Our highlights reflect some of 
this, with work on water-based amphiphiles that self-assemble 
into aggregates that may be used to disperse otherwise insoluble 
compounds - very useful in drug delivery - as well as real-time 
reflectometry measurements on FIGARO that reveal the mechanism 
of film-formation as a polymer is deposited from solution on a 
surface. Finally, a combination of SANS and neutron spin-echo 
measurements have explored the relation between the structure 
and short-time (ns) dynamics for the clustering of protein molecules, 
key not only to biological systems, but also the formation of 
functional materials. 

Liquids and glasses 
Despite the tremendous breadth of work at ILL on the structure 
and dynamics of liquids and glassy materials, one or two 
trends dominate recent work. There has been a change in 
emphasis from fundamental work - with some very honourable 
exceptions - towards systems with real or potential applications, 
in which performance depends on nanoscale inhomogeneities and 
disorder; examples include new electrolytes for next-generation 
batteries, and high-performance polymers and composites. 
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One of our highlights illustrates how neutrons can explore the link 
between molecular structure and dynamics, and bulk properties 
such as viscosity in ionic liquids - with the potential to provide 
greener solvents for chemical synthesis. 

Another distinct feature of work in this field of late at ILL has 
been the key enabling role of technical development, sometimes 
enabled by our Long Term Proposal (LTP) scheme. One such 
concerns hydrodynamic laser-heated levitation furnaces, for 
the structure and spectroscopy of high-temperature melts. 
This is exemplified by our highlight on a molten yttria-alumina 
mixture which has been claimed controversially to possess a 
liquid-liquid transition temperature at 1788 K. A LTP project 
has also enabled experiments to be performed on D4 to 200 °C 
and 8 GPa, complementing improvements to its monochromator 
which provides 2.5 times as much flux on the sample. Finally, PDF 
analysis is increasingly in demand to unravel structural correlations 
in a broader range of liquids and glassy materials.

Biology 
The use of neutrons to unravel structural problems across a broad 
range of length-scales has increased steadily at ILL over the past 
decade and now accounts consistently for 9 % of applications. 
The cold-neutron Laue instrument LADI now holds the record 
both for the largest unit cells and the smallest crystal ever studied 
by high resolution neutron diffraction. D19 is also breaking new 
ground with larger cells and yet smaller crystals that can be studied.

At larger length-scales, the activity on the low-resolution instrument 
DB21 was transferred on its closure at the end of 2009 to D16, 
where crystallographic studies of large macromolecular assemblies 
will benefit from higher neutron flux and the new MILAND 
detector. Coordinated sample environment developments on D17 
and FIGARO will cement ILL's position as a world authority in the 
study of biomembranes in strong synergy with the needs of the 
PSCM. D22 has in addition been realigned over the past two winter 
shutdowns, resulting in up to 50 % increase in flux.

Our highlights in this field reflect work at all of these length-scales, 
from the mechanism of hydrogen transfer in enzymes that could 
be used in biofuels, to the large-scale structures of membrane 
proteins, the conformational changes in enzymes acting as part of 
bacterial immune systems, and the evolution of structure in silk-
forming molecules as they are extruded from a silkworm. The last 
highlight combines SAXS and SANS measurements with electron 
microscopy to produce the first low-resolution structure of a 
multienzyme complex implicated in controlling stable glucose levels 
in a wide range of organisms. 

Neutron spectroscopy is less widely exploited in this field than 
diffraction – possibly because it usually requires larger amounts 
of material, often with targeted deuteration, and because the 
interpretation of data is often less direct. Nevertheless, here we 
report remarkable insights into the influence of cholesterol in 
model biological membranes as well as the application of BRISP to 
explore correlations between protein and solvent (water) dynamics 
at THz frequencies that may be central to protein function in vivo; 
the influence of hydration on the internal dynamics of the protein 
molecules themselves (timescale) was explored on IN13.

Nuclear and particle physics 
Activity here has always spanned a tremendous range of 
fundamental science. However, increased economic and political 
pressure to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels appears to be 
stimulating a marked increase in experiments in nuclear physics 
relevant to the improved exploitation of nuclear fission. Here PN1 
is ideally placed to explore fission yield products - for example 233U 
in relation to the 233 Th breeding process - while a high priority is 
given to future developments in ! spectroscopy with strong impact 
on the study of fission products.  

The resolution and dynamic range of the GAMS spectrometers on 
PN3 provide unrivalled opportunities to study nuclear structure. One 
highlight here describes the search for evidence that tetrahedral 
nuclear states can exist - commonplace at a molecular level, but not 
yet observed for elementary particles bound by strong interactions.  

A key enabling technology for much of the fundamental physics 
at ILL is the production of high densities of ultra-cold neutrons 
(UCNs) for which two superfluid-helium sources are currently 
being developed. The first source, for which a UCN density 
beyond 50 per cc was recently demonstrated, will feed GRANIT 
- a second-generation ultra-high energy resolution gravitational 
neutron spectrometer at ILL. The work is in progress. 

Finally, we highlight an elegant experiment to explore a phenomenon 
called the whispering gallery effect, observed for many years with 
sound waves near a curved reflecting surface. The effect has 
been revealed for the first time in cold neutrons with reflectometer 
D17- a result that may provide a new method of probing surfaces 
in fundamental physics and in neutron optics.

Spectroscopy, modelling and theory 
‘Spectroscopy’ in this context covers excitations not included in the 
other sections of this report, and most notably ‘magnetism’ (though 
of course the two are strongly coupled in important cases such as 
multiferroics and many superconductors). The experimental side 
of this subject frequently goes hand in hand at ILL with the work 
of our Computing for Science (CS) Group - boosted in 2010 with 
the arrival of a new, more powerful computer cluster. Two of our 
highlights illustrate the impact of such work. The first concerns 
negative thermal expansion in tellurium-based liquid alloys while the 
second relates to the interplay between structure and specific atom-
atom interactions in alloys of magnesium and zinc, where changes in 
composition lead to remarkable changes in complexity of structure. 

The scope of spectroscopy in solid-state physics and chemistry 
is broad, but much is related to the challenges society faces in 
the environment and to improved technology for energy, ranging 
from diffusion in membranes or solid electrolytes for fuel cells 
and batteries to sequestration of CO2 in porous media. However, 
we continue to have a very strong presence in fundamental work, 
shown in our third highlight on helium confined to porous media. 
The ILL has played a key role in exploring quantum condensed 
phases based on 3He and 4He. The latest contribution concerns 
an amorphous form of 4He produced through condensation 
in a porous silicate medium. Diffraction on D20 confirms the 
amorphous character, while spectroscopy on IN5 may provide 
insights into a novel form of motion called superflow. 
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Neutron$Scanering$Systems$Project$Scope$
$

The!scope:!
$
Construct$the$22$“public”$instrument$suite$of$ESS$
together$with$a$technical$and$scienIfic$support$
infrastructure$that$enables$scienIfic$excellence$and$
high$quality$scienIfic$user$service$with$reliable$and$
sustainable$operaIons.$$

+ D
MS
C!

+ +

22 Instruments Sample Environment Science Support  
Laboratories 

Analysis and 
Visualisation Software 



21$

Partner$Day$Israel$
$
$
$
$
April$2014$

Early$Success$Strategy$

• Coherent and balanced suite in science and method considering inherent 
strength of ESS source, needs of user community and resources available."

• Early public and scientific attention ensures scientific programme 
supported through on-going construction."

• World-classs instruments with broad science for bulk of users from 
magnetism, chemistry, soft condensed matter research. "

• Instruments that couple to specialist community with potentially high 
impact science in fundamental physics, extreme environment research, 
structural biology. "



Science$Drivers$for$the$Reference$
Instrument$Suite$$
MulI3Purpose$Imaging$

General3Purpose$SANS$

Broadband$SANS$

Surface$Scanering$

Horizontal$Reflectometer$

VerIcal$Reflectometer$

Thermal$Powder$
Diffractometer$

Bispectral$Power$
Diffractometer$

Pulsed$MonochromaIc$
Powder$Diffractometer$

Materials$Science$
Diffractometer$

Extreme$CondiIons$
Instrument$

Single3Crystal$MagneIsm$
Diffractometer$

Macromolecular$
Diffractometer$

Cold$Chopper$Spectrometer$

Bispectral$Chopper$
Spectrometer$

Thermal$Chopper$
Spectrometer$

Cold$Crystal3Analyser$
Spectrometer$

VibraIonal$Spectroscopy$

Backscanering$Spectrometer$

High3ResoluIon$Spin3Echo$

Wide3Angle$Spin3Echo$

Fundamental$&$ParIcle$
Physics$

life$sciences$ magneIsm$&$
superconducIvity$

sos$condensed$maner$ engineering$&$geo3sciences$

chemistry$of$materials$ archeology$&$heritage$
conservaIon$

energy$research$ fundamental$&$parIcle$
physics$



12$(out$of$22)$instruments$in$construcIon$
or$recommended$for$construcIon$

Spectroscopy Name   + Partners*  Description 
VOR       Wide Bandwidth Spectrometer 
C-SPEC     Cold Chopper Spectrometer 
CAMEA      Indirect Geometry Spectrometer 
 
ODIN      Multi Purpose High Resolution Imaging 

  
LOKI      Broad Band SANS 
SKADI      High Intensity SANS 

  
NMX      Macromolecular Diffractometer 
BEER      Engineering Diffractometer 
HEIMDAL     Thermal Powder Diffractometer 
DREAM      Bi-Spectral Powder Diffractometer 
 
FREIA      Reflectometer for liquid interfaces 
ESTIA      Focusing Reflectometer 

          * constantly updated   

SANS 

Diffraction 

Reflectometry 

Imaging 



Instrument$ConstrucIon$Time$Plan$–$a$few$at$a$Ime$
$



$
$
$
$Bird’s$eye$view$looking$towards$MAX$IV/LU$



$
$
$
$

Maximizing$the$R&D$potenIal$of$the$faciliIes$
through$outstaIons$

•  Companies!
•  Universi2es!
•  Joint!labs!and!

func2ons!
•  Lab!hotel!



$
$
$
$IniIaIves$for$synergies$by$third$parIes$

Support!laboratories!for!deutera2on!and!biocrystalliza2on!
Will$benefit$life$science$and$sos$maner$–$both$academy$and$industry$
Working$with$LP3$at$LU$
MAX$IV$
Mass$spectroscopy$and$NMR$communiIes$

Nanotechnology!produc2on!facility!
Discussions$run$by$the$LU$Nanometer$Structure$ConsorIum$

SP$Technical$Research$InsItute$
Portal$for$handling$industry!access!to$faciliIes?$

Medicon$Valley$Alliance$
Life!science!industry!in$the$Öresund$region;$seek$
ways$to$benefit$from$ESS$&$MAX$IV.$

Region$Skåne$$
Strategic$iniIaIve$for$growth:$Smart!Materials!

Support!labs!will!be!cataly2c!for!maximizing!and!op2mizing!usage!of!the!
facili2es.!If!they!are!run!by!external!groups,!even!be^er!!
!



•  European!Scien2fic!Community!is!mobilised!and!awaits!ESS.!

•  ESS!is!moving!into!construc2on!at!a!rapid!rate.!

•  ESS!can!only!be!realised!by!harnessing!European!knowhow!and!
capabili2es!R!at!research!ins2tutes!and!industry.!

•  ESS!defines!project!framework!and!management,!partners!take!
leadership!and!responsibility!in!delivering!projects.!

Conclusions$



Thank!you!!


